I Harmonize processes, methods and tools to be used throughout ABB inside a common framework.
I Create a culture of continuous selfimprovement with the goal of being able
Software process improvement at ABB

Stig Larsson, Peter Kolb
Software is of paramount importance for ABB's success. It is at the heart of ABB's products and it delivers added value. In our Industrial IT architecture, software is the glue that holds different applications and systems together. Software spans all levels of this architecture, from the Aspect Objects representing real plant objects to enterprise applications based on the Skyva platform.
While the importance of software is growing in our classical products, we are also developing pure software solutions for new domains, like the evolving liberalized energy market. Closer to home, software systems are vital to ABB's internal processes. No fewer than 15,000 ABB software engineers are working in distributed, international software projects to deliver these products and applications. 
